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In March 2022 LIMA held its annual Transformation Digital Art Symposium, which was again held
online due to the coronavirus pandemic. The symposium spanned two days from March 18th to
March 19th and was focused on the theme of collaborative knowledge building and sharing.  As
knowledge becomes more readily available online it becomes imperative to collaborate in developing
ways to share it as well as the responsibilities that come with it. LIMA believes that media art
requires new collaborative approaches to sharing and caring for it. Through this symposium it hopes
to highlight the networks that support it and exchange knowledge that can address its continued
preservation.

Case Study geist.xyz (2016) by ZEITGUISED

geist.xyz (2016) created by the art and design studio ZEITGUISED is a complex work described as a
“natively virtual textile design project.”1 Simulated entirely using un-crafted algorithmic textiles with
no basis on physical textiles. The work explores software’s capabilities to simulate life-like materials
without replicating those that already exist. It is composed mainly of a video showing 60 different
textile designs underscored by a soundtrack by Superimposed Void created specifically for the piece.
The soundtrack has also been presented separately as a limited-edition vinyl EP with dance floor
remixes by Yukkon. The rest of the work includes a dedicated poem by ZEITGUISED with Daniel
Hunsdörfer, 30 outtake clips and simulations, patterns and RnD designs that lead to the composition
of the final piece.

1 ZEITGUISED, “geist.xyz,” zeitguised.com, ZEITGUISED, accessed 5 April 2022, https://zeitguised.com/geist-xyz.



In 2021 the work was acquired by the Victoria and Albert Museum, where it entered their
permanent collection, in a series of parts including: a special edition of the film, a complete .WARC
archived file of the Microsite or the specific web page promoting the work, 225 pattern designs, a set
of parametric animated patterns (pre-render), a set of research and development clips as well as
stills, works in progress (3D data), and a soundtrack by Ugly Stupid Honest. Further, questions
lingered regarding  what the work was, as the procedural elements did not merely show how the
work was made but composed it.

To address these questions the research team organized a set of workshops with experts in
preservation, curation and collection management to investigate the challenges of collecting
geist.xyz from multiple perspectives. These experts included, curators, conservators, collection
managers, archive specialists, designers, and educators from museums and libraries in the UK and
abroad (for a full list of those parties involved see the appendix of the project report concerned). Not
only were the prior questions put forward but also ones regarding documentation, and preservation.
Answers addressed the integral nature of the procedural elements to the work and the need to adapt
documentation methods to address this, including the necessity of documenting audience reception.
They also put forward the convergence between conservation and curation, as display and
maintenance of objects such as this become more intertwined.

At the Transformation Digital Art Symposium, Gabriella Arrigoni also brought up the obstacle of
proprietary software. She mentioned that the work was created using a range of proprietary
software to render, simulate and animate it, that the Victoria and Albert Museum still does not have
at its disposal. Therefore, to keep the work accessible alternative methods have to be found, not only
in this instance, but if the work is going to be kept accessible in the long-term. Further, she explained
that the Victoria and Albert Museum is currently considering documenting as much of the work as
possible to keep options open with the aim of keeping at least a portion of the work accessible in the
future for education purposes.

geist.xyz is an excellent case study regarding the specificity of collecting and preserving processes.
The aforementioned workshop organized by the Victoria and Albert Museum regarding the work
focused on the largest preservation risk factors, which were identified with preserving the microsite
and the 3D data. Other key topics covered in this workshop included accepting preservation
uncertainty, the relationship between uncertainty and value and the changing relationship between
the main and auxiliary parts of the object (such as the process). The results of this workshop also
prompted further consideration of the documentation as well as the development of new strategies
that address knowledge sharing between ZEITGUISED and the Victoria and Albert Museum. During
the discussion section making up the second part of the workshop at the Transformation Digital Art
Symposium, what of the work should be preserved and how to document it were elements of key
discussion. Below find the answers to the documentation questions informed by the presentation
and the following discussion.

What should we remember about the work?

An important aspect to remember about the work is its playful experimentalism, how it attempts to
simulate and in effect bring textiles further into the realm of commercialism. It creates textiles
simulated from algorithms with no basis on existing textiles displaying the functioning capacities to
which contemporary software has come. Not only this but we should also remember how the work
was made through distributed methods of working, thus making the procedural elements a part of
the overall work.



What about the work should we carry into the future through documentation?

Elements of the work that we should carry into the future include a thorough documentation of the
making process as well as an understanding of the procedural components acquired. These elements
inform the meaning of the video and should be recorded along with the audience’s reaction to the
work, placing it in conversation with its time. Without these the video, by far the easiest element of
the work to preserve, loses its meaning. As Gabriella Arrigoni described concerning the outcomes of
the expert’s workshops held by the Victoria and Albert Museum, “The general position was that the
process materials were integral to the piece and this had direct implications for documentation.”

What kind of documentation do we need now and in the future to understand the work, how the
work functions or functioned?

First and foremost a long-term preservation plan needs to be made to address if accessibility can be
maintained to the many components that compose the work. Regardless of whether this is possible
to ensure for all components, extensive technological documentation needs to be made now of all
elements that have been acquired by the museum to ensure as many preservation options as
possible remain open moving forward. This is especially true as many of the procedural components
provided are only accessible via proprietary software. The specifications of these proprietary
software programs should also be recorded in detail including what version was utilized in the work’s
creation.

How might the use of collaborative inter-institutional platforms allow us and others to work with
documentation?

As part of this project the Victoria and Albert Museum hosted a series of expert’s workshops in
which they presented difficult case studies from the collection for discussion, included in these was
geist.xyz. These workshops allowed knowledge to be exchanged between professionals from
different institutions permitting the posing of questions and investigation of which may not have
developed internally. Further, the presentation of this case-study at the Transformation Digital Art
Symposium this year allowed for continued conversation and exchange of ideas among interested
experts creating a point of reflection regarding the documentation process.

How can a collaborative inter-institutional platform help us and others to have access to this
documentation?

This approach of gathering and exchanging ideas among interested professionals outside of the
institution allows for the generation of further knowledge to be implemented internally. Yet sharing
the output of this knowledge is still generally undertaken by the Victoria and Albert Museum in the
form of publications and presentations at conferences. If a further networked approach to
knowledge sharing was added on top of this it could help to open up the conversation even more.

What are the problems in documenting digital art?

One of the problems of documenting digital art in this case of geist.xyz is the use of proprietary
software in the making process. This makes access to the acquired procedural components difficult
over time as automatic software updates can cause the program to no longer be supported. The full
specifications of proprietary software can also be protected making them difficult to document in
full. Again, the collaborative approach is useful here, in working with proprietary companies to create



as extensive documentation as possible of the version of the proprietary software used at the time
the work was created.

Can better documentation inspire museums to collect or acquire more digital art?

Case studies such as geist.xyz that show the initial stages of documentation of newly acquired
complex media works, as well as plans for their further documentation, can make the acquisition of
works of digital art by other institutions look more doable. In that they display a comprehensive
understandable blueprint for how to proceed after acquisition.

What do we need to know about different iterations this work may have had?

At this time different iterations of the work after its acquisition are not known. Instead the curatorial
division of the Victoria and Albert Museum are currently investigating different long-term
preservation solutions, one of which is adapting the work to open source software.  If open-source
software is decided upon, detailed documentation will need to be made of the specifications of the
new version and its comparability to the original.


